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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract - : In regular marketing, farmers used to sell their
crops at market value which isn't advantageous to farmers.
The trend setting innovations driving the world higher than
ever. Be that as it may, it is slacking with regards to Farming.
Farm Direct Marketing is a stage which causes farmers to sell
their products legitimately to the clients at the cost fixed by
them. So the Framers get more benefits and hence makes
agribusiness a beneficial zone.

1.1 Modules
Farmer Registration and Login: Right now register into the
application and utilize similar accreditations for login. When
they login they get various highlights. For example, including
crop, Updating crop, and so forth.

Key Words: Farmers, Users, Products, Website, Seller,
Buyer.

User Registration and Login: Right now register into the
application and utilize similar certifications for login. When
they login they get various highlights. For example, looking
through harvest, choosing crop, Ordering crop, and so on.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Features

Farmers are the most significant part of our general society.
They work hard each day so we can eat nourishment. In any
case, the request here is “Would they say they are really
getting benefitted?”. The appropriate response is no.



In this way, our point is to build up a web application which
goes about as an interface among farmers and end clients.
The fundamental target of this interface which we create
ought to be utilized to the both farmers and clients. It ought
to be easy to use. There is no current framework actualized
with this innovation. In this way, we are here to present
another thing.



2. ARCHITECTURE

The advancement of this application will be a beneficial
hotspot for a typical man. The point of making this model is
to stopped the issues and challenges faced by the farmers by
the people in the market. This interface is utilized to look at
different crops transferred by various farmers.

The fundamental usefulness of this application is to interface
consumers with the farmers. It gives a best interface to the
farmers to sell their items. The web application contains
various segments, for example, purchaser, vendors and item
value, quantity details.

Here deals to restaurants and retail locations are
incorporated among Farm Direct Marketing approaches in
light of the fact that the farmer has some power over the cost
and the exchange depends on a relationship with an
entrepreneur. Valuing shifts and might be higher for deals to
restaurants, however lower for markets.

Vendors/Farmers: The dealers are farmers who produce an
assortment of items. These things are sold online which
additionally gives total data about the item.
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The Farmers set the cost or are more control of the
cost.
Good items and administrations can get alluring
costs and along these lines, little Farmers can be
productive.
To collaborate with clients that permit you to both
advance the uniqueness of items and get criticism
and recommendations.
Good beginning stage for makers, as commitments
are constrained.
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Purchasers/Buyers: Buyers are the clients who need to buy
items from farmers. Purchasers can contact this farmers
utilizing the subtleties gave in the ranchers data. They can
get to the farmer's details by tapping the purchase
alternative.

accessible alongside their value list. Since, there are different
farmers the costs may shift for specific item. As the number of
farmers who sell the item are likewise extraordinary. Their
cost and amount requirements contrast from others.
3. WORKING
In this application ,the IDE used is Eclipse in which the code
is written by using HTML,JavaScript,CSS.The XAMPP
controller is used as a cross platform for Apache and MySQL
as it allows to run the application offline.Before execution ,
we need to start the Apache and MySql to retrieve the data
from database.
Client-server Architecture: The client-server model portrays
how a server gives assets and administrations to at least one
client. Instances of servers incorporate web servers, mail
servers, and record servers. Every one of these servers gives
assets to client gadgets, for example, work stations, PCs,
tablets, and cell phones.

This application gives the alternative to language choice like
Telugu and English. It likewise give the rundown of things
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Eclipse: Eclipse is an Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) utilized in PC programming. It contains a workspace
and an extensible module framework for tweaking the earth.
It is formed generally in Java and its basic use is for making
Java applications, yet it may moreover be used to make
applications in other programming tongues through
modules, including C, C++, C#, COBOL, D, Perl, PHP, Prolog,
Python, R, Ruby, and Scheme. Advancement situations
incorporate the Eclipse Java improvement devices (JDT) for
Java among others.
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XAMPP Controller: XAMPP is an acronym for cross-stage,
Apache, MySQL, PHP and Perl, and it permits you to
assemble WordPress website disconnected, on a
neighborhood web server on your PC. This basic and
lightweight arrangement takes a shot at Windows, Linux,
and Mac – thus the "cross-stage" part.
Apache Tomcat Server: Apache Tomcat is used to send your
Java Servlets and JSPs. So in your Java project you can
develop your WAR (short for Web ARchive) record, and
simply drop it in the send index in Tomcat. So Apache is a
HTTP Server, serving HTTP. Tomcat is a Servlet and JSP
Server serving Java innovations.
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MySQL: MySQL is an open source relational database the
executive’s framework. It runs as a server and permits
different clients to oversee and make various databases. It is
a mainl segment in the LAMP heap of open source web
application programming that is utilized to make sites. Light
represents Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP.
4. CONCLUSION
In any marketing or business there is an intention of benefit
included and simultaneously the advertising is to be founded
on specific qualities and standards, for example, offering
reasonable costs to the farmers who make a solid effort to
give the nourishment. Through this Farm Direct Marketing
stage, we will ensure that both the farmers and purchasers
will be gainful. This stage will urge the farmers to keep
cultivating and ensure they get the correct benefit for their
work.
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